
Very strong cardboard
44pt thick

Affordable application
equipment

Biodegradable
EcologicalAvailable in

4-pack or 6-pack format

Personalize
your branding

Less material use
than enclosed

carton

Resistant to humidity

Wet strength

Work on all
can or bottle sizes

Transport resistant Refrigerator testing Durable and strong

Recyclable

canning
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ECLIP
SERIES

Compostable carriers
can & bottle

An original idea from: Alternative and Saturn Packaging



These sustainable biodegradable carriers can bundle 
cans and bottles in multi packs. It is simple and uses 
minimal resources while also giving your billboarding 
space for your brand and marketing.

It is a responsible choice for those seeking to meet 
growing consumer demands for more 
environmentally friendly packaging while maintaining 
cost-effectiveness and improving production 
efficiencies. 

It is the same carton format for 355ml, 355ml sleek, 
473ml cans - all 202-cap end diameter. 

A different carton format is used for the 255ml slim 
cans - smaller format, 200-cap end diameter 

Patented technology
Double carton magazine for quick changeover
Easy changeover from one format to another

Designed to apply
the plastic free
EcoCapClip carriers.

EcoCapClip

Patent-pending multi layered formula

Eco-friendly alternative to plastic can carrier, 
shrink building, cartoner, etc...

2-pack, 4-pack, 6-pack & 8-pack

Lightweight

44pt thickness (strongest on the market)

CMYK-color print method

Compostable product

Free of glue and plastic lamination

Biodegradable

Curbside recyclable

With or without front flap

Unique branding possibilities

Barcode integration

Wet strength

Resistant to humidity

Freezer board

Cost-effective applicators

Made in Canada

specifications

ECLIP-IT  machinery ECLIP
SERIES

Small hand press mold
ECLIP-IT B

Manual economic machine
ECLIP-IT ME

Manual pneumatic activated machine
ECLIP-IT MP

Automatic machine up to 35 cans/minute
ECLIP-IT E35

Automatic machine up to 90 cans/minute
ECLIP-IT IL90

ECLIP-IT B ECLIP-IT ME

ECLIP-IT MP

ECLIP-IT IL90
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Patented technology►

Double carton magazine for quick changeover
Easy changeover from one format to another

Automatic machine up to 150 cans/minute
ECLIP-IT IL150
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